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Wisbech Rd, Long Sutton, Spalding PE12 9AG, United Kingdom, Long Sutton United
Kingdom

+441406364950 - https://www.www.bennysdiner.uk/

A complete menu of Bennys Diner Long Sutton from Long Sutton United Kingdom covering all 16 dishes and
drinks can be found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use

the contact details provided on the website. What A P likes about Bennys Diner Long Sutton:
Me and my family went here on the 29th of June and everything was fabulous. The staff were amazingly friendly

and were super nice. The chefs are skilled and create great food. The servers are quick and polite. It is dog
friendly so a great place to bring your dog, as they are offered a bowl of water to drink. Incredible atmosphere

and incredible staff/service. Will visit again. read more. At Bennys Diner Long Sutton in Long Sutton United
Kingdom, you get a diverse brunch in the morning and you can at will feast, The fine sandwiches, small salads

and other snacks are also suitable for a snack. Typically, the burgers of this establishment are served as
highlights along with filling side dishes like fries, salads or wedges, The customers of the establishment also

consider the large selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

So� drink�
COCA-COLA

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Milkshake�
MILKSHAKE

Beverage�
HOT COFFEE

Breakfas� Men�
ENGLISH BREAKFAST

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Ingredient� Use�
CRUDE

SAUSAGE

BUTTER

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

BURGER

PANINI
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